Did you grow up looking at maps and thinking about other regions of the world? Are you fascinated by other cultures? Do you love the outdoors and the natural world? Do you want a broad understanding of the world to help your Army and post-Army career?

“THERE is probably no profession in which a knowledge of geography is so necessary and so useful as that of the soldier.”

-H.O. Arnold-Forster
Advantages of Majoring in Geography:

Choice
- You have choice within your track
- Plus, some options have 20+ choices outside the department so you can pursue your interests

Engineering Sequence
- Physical & Human Environmental tracks the Environmental Engineering Sequence
- Human Track choose their preferred sequence

AIADs and Study Abroad
- We have lots of AIADs each summer, including multiple trips overseas
- Many of our majors do study abroad

Honors and Double Majors
- We have a 2 course honors sequence
- Many of our Majors double in other departments

Courses in Our Major Include:
- Geography of Global Cultures
- Geography of Asia
- Geography of Europe
- Geography of Latin America
- Geography of Africa
- Geography of the Middle East
- Geography of North America
- Urban Geography
- Land-Use Planning
- Environment & Development
- Climatology
- Geomorphology
- Meteorology
- Geographic Info. Systems
- Military Geography

RESEARCH & OUTREACH:
- Center for the Study of Civil-Military Operations
- Center for the Study of Languages, Cultures, and Regional Studies
- African Environmental Sustainability Project

"I could not have majored in a better topic than environmental geo to be a platoon leader in Afghanistan."
- '09 GRAD, INFANTRY

"(I use) cultural geography to relate to people better, especially working in a global company."
- '03 GRAD NOW IN THE BUSINESS SECTOR